
 

 

Alumni Q&A Spotlight – Jason Laycock 

Graduation year from Legacy: 2017 

Number of years you attended Legacy: 7 years 

College/university attending: LeTourneau University 

Year in college: Freshman, second semester 

Degree plan: Computer Science and Engineering 

Scholarships/recognitions/awards for college or while in college: Dean’s Scholarship ($16,000 per 
year); Fall 2017 President’s List (4.0 GPA) 

Career/future plans after graduating college: I do not have any specific plans for a career after college 
at the moment. I am planning to pursue internships and other opportunities in the computer science 
field in order to gain experience and get a better idea of what career path I want to take.  

Extra-curricular activities/organizations while in college: I am not participating in any organizations at 
the moment. My time is currently spent in class, studying, and hanging out with my friends. 

Jobs while in college: I am not working any jobs during the first semester of college. However, during 
the summer I worked at Little Beakers as a lab assistant. During breaks, I do miscellaneous jobs for my 
neighbors and family. 



What are you enjoying about your college experience? The thing that I am enjoying most about college 
so far is being able to spend time with my friends who share my interests. 

How do you feel your time at Legacy helped prepare you for college? The main thing that was helpful 
was the university model schedule.  

How was your adjustment to the college schedule based on coming from a university-model school? 
The university model layout of having different classes on T/Th verses MWF was helpful, but it was still a 
bit of a jump to adjust to the due dates and schedules with holes in between classes.  
 
What are some of your fond memories/favorite experiences while at Legacy? Some of my fond 
memories include helping with the FOIL plays and events, talking with some of my teachers, and hanging 
out at Chick-fil-A with my friends.  
 
If you had to describe Legacy in one or two sentences to somebody, what would you say? Legacy is a 
university model school with a schedule that allows you to decide how to focus study time. The teachers 
are supportive and followers of Christ. 
 
How does your spiritual life play a role in your college experience? At a Christian university, most of 
the students are open about their faith, and discussions about the scriptures are frequent.  
 
Do you feel Legacy helped to grow you spiritually and for doing God's work? During my time at Legacy, 
I learned to define myself by my relationship with Christ and to let my actions show that relationship. I 
appreciate the teachers that prayed with and for me throughout the years. That made a difference in my 
spiritual walk.  
 
Is there anything else you would like to share with Legacy families or those interested in Legacy? 
Attending Legacy allows you to spend quality time with your family. Even though much of that time is 
spent on academics, it is invaluable. 


